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is about to usher in the local hosted the 2016 European Cup, France announced by the AeroSwift technology to build the French
national team new home and away jersey. They are dark blue and white as the main color, with a symbol of French football history.
Jersey used advanced AeroSwift innovation of science and technology help including Bryce - Matuidi, Rafael Guevara and Anthony
marchal, the French team players in the game eliminate interference, to concentrate on the game. New Home Jersey used in the blue
color is the main body of the modern classic French blue. Sleeve and shoulder in the main color based on the addition of black
rendering, which presents a more profound blue, and the formation of contrast. The chest of the Jersey, woven by the unique process
of geometric structure to enhance the comfort, the bottom of the small mesh area also brings additional cool feeling. shirt inside and
outside on both sides have to honor the national honor. Jersey chest printed by hot pressing technology is the team logo printed on
the back of the collar, "French" (France) ". Cuffs embroidered inside has two words "proud" (Fierte) and the blue "(Bleu), Jersey
internal hexagonal pattern of moral contemporary French is a diverse country, the graphics by" we will unite us together "(NOS
differences nous Unissent) surround. new bright red Match Sleeves Hyperstrong highlights the football players in the dynamic full leg
parts, but also to enhance the speed of the presentation. The new leg, which is designed for the current race, enhances the protection
of the ankle without loss of sensitivity, and joins the protective pad in the vulnerable area. "speed is an essential part of the modern
sport," said Mattu Edie Brice. "As an athlete, you are always trying to find your competitive edge. Compared to the past I go through
the shirt, the New Jersey gives me a different feeling." There is a black belt on both sides of the shirt, which extends down the shirt
and matches the ribbon on both sides of the shorts. When the players are in a state of motion, they can provide a great permeability,
but also show the bottom of the eye-catching red design. France's new Away Jersey with the French flag, three color flag as the
theme, in the innovation and design details consistent with the home jersey. The main body of the shirt is white, the sleeves of the left
and right sides are red and blue. White shorts on both sides of each have a navy blue ribbon, ribbon at the bottom of the design of
light blue. Deep blue away from the back of the socks with a light blue line graphics. AeroSwift science and technology NikeAer>
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